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Composite deities and syncretism

Among the myriads of deities represented in the Greek epigraphic corpus can be found what might be called composite or double deities. These can initially be divided into two basic categories: firstly, non-cross-cultural composites gods such as Hera Aphrodite of Sparta or Zeus Ares of Arcadia and secondly, “international” multi-cultural combinations such as for example Isis Aphrodite. The present article focuses on three Delian votive inscriptions honouring gods of the latter category, where deities of different cultures are combined. In one instance, more than two gods seem to be juxtaposed, and all three cases include not only divine names, but also cult epithets. These elaborate examples come from Hellenistic Delos and introduce the complex Astarte Palaistine Aphrodite Ourania, or Astarte Palaistine Aphrodite Ourania Epekoos, and the even more complicated divine hybrid Isis Soteira Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos, a goddess joined in worship to the male combination Eros Harpokrates Apollon. As might be expected, these deities have often been called syncretistic gods. Corinne Bonnet has for example named the Isis-Astarte-Aphrodite a “henotheistic and syncretistic divinity” and Petra Pakkanen sees such combination gods as an introductory step in the process of
syncretism; she refers to the phenomenon as a parallelization of gods. Other scholars speak of assimilation, identification or even simply a translation of gods of different cultures: these are three other terms often used within the complex of phenomena referred to as syncretism. In the present article I will discuss the three case inscriptions in the context of this terminology and try to deepen the understanding of the character of the composite divinities in question. Is the syncretistic quality of a god like Isis Soteira Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos as clear as a mere glance on the combination of divine names from different cultural spheres indicates?

In the field of ancient Greek religion, the much studied term syncretism has mostly (and justly) been treated as a problematic concept due to its lack of a clear definition. In an attempt to deal with this, at a 1971 symposium, Pierre Lévêque presented five kinds of syncretisms he identified within the religions of antiquity. This article became much quoted, if not always in agreement. For example, in 1993, the Centre International d’Étude de la Religion Grecque Antique organized a symposium on syncretism with an expressed goal of trying to define the concept more clearly. When the proceedings were published a year later, the introduction was in the main — on the explicit invitation of Lévêque — a pertinent critique of his previous classification, in which the majority of Lévêque’s categories was questioned. What the editors A. Motte and V. Pirenne-Delforge however did retain for the definition of “true” syncretisms, was the criterion that the outcome of a meeting between two initially foreign ingredients, be they iconographical, conceptual or other, should be a new entity with distinctive characteristics. Motte and Pirenne-Delforge underlined that if a religious phenomenon were to qualify as a syncretism, the end product had to be something more than its constituent parts. Moreover, influential studies in Greek religion have underlined that syncretism is a process and should perhaps even be seen as a system of its own: this was Luther Martin’s response to the scholarly exasperation expressed over the seemingly chaotic and unorganized world of Hellenistic and Roman religion. In the present study, Motte and Pirenne-Delforge’s criteria are kept for the discussion of whether we automatically should refer to an Isis Astarte Aphrodite as a “syncretistic god”.

The three inscriptions

**Idélos 1719**

Φιλόστρατος Φιλοστράτου
Ασκαλωνίτης τραπεζίτευος[ν]
ἐν Δήλωι, ὑπὲρ τῆς Ἀσκαλωνί-
τῶν πόλεως καὶ ἑαυτοῦ καὶ
γυναικὸς καὶ τέκνων Ἀσκαλω-
[Παλαιστίνη] Ουρανία[ν]
Ἀσκαλωνίτη

The first case inscription is Idélos 1719, carved on a round marble altar towards the end of the second century B.C.E. The altar was dedicated to Astarte Palastine Ourania Aphrodite, by Philostratos, son of Philostratos from Ascalon, working as a banker in Delos, for the benefit of the polis of the Ascalonites, himself, his wife and children. The name of the recipient deity is somewhat restored, but safely so against the background of the second case inscription, *Idélos* 2305. It can be noted that the epithet Ourania stands before the name of the Greek deity, Aphrodite.
**Idélos 2305**

Dí Oúrhoi kai Astartē Palaistinē
Afrodōtē Oúrania, theōs ēpikōs,
Δάμων Δημητρίου Aσκαλωνίτης
swtheis ἀπὸ πειρατῶν,
eúchēn.
oú themuton ὕπ προσάγειν
gýgeion, Íkōn, boðs θηλείας.

Through this votive inscription, another man of Ascalon, Damon son of Demetrios, presents a dedication to Zeus Ourios (Zeus of the Fair Wind) and Astarte Palaistine Aphrodite Ourania, theoi epekooi. It is indeed fortunate that two inscriptions naming this goddess have been found, not only because of the restoration of the missing word Palaistine, but also because of the clearly readable kai in *Idélos* 2305. Without this kai, it would be more or less impossible to identify Astarte Aphrodite as a single deity. Her name might just as well be read as two separate recipient deities: Astarte Palaistine and Aphrodite Ourania. (This mistake that was actually done in the first publication of the inscription.)

In other similar cases, when neither the wording, nor the epigraphic layout or our previous knowledge of Greek religion offers further clues, this can clearly become an editorial problem. In the cases examined here, however, the inserted and between the male and female god certainly indicates that we should understand Astarte-Aphrodite as one goddess, and not two distinct deities. Moreover, the placing of kai as actually defining this juxtaposition of goddesses as a single recipient deity (at least in the Delian cases at hand) is further corroborated by the third case study examined for this paper. This is a votive inscription carved on a marble base and presented by Andromachos, son of Phanomachos, to Isis Soteira Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos and Eros Harpokrates Apollon (*Idélos* 2132).

**Idélos 2132**

Ἴσιδι Σωτερίαι Αστάρτης Εὐπλοίας ἔπ[ηκω]κωι
καὶ Ἑρωτὶ Αφροδίτης Ἀπόλλωνι, Ανδρομάχου [ὑπὲρ ἕαυτοῦ] καὶ γυναικὸς καὶ τέκνων χαριστήριον.

The exact date of the inscription is not known, but a terminum post quem of 166 or rather 140 B.C.E. has been given by Mora, who furthermore tentatively identifies the dedicator Andromachos Phanomachou with an Andromachos of Antiocheia, and as the father of another Andromachos active in Delos, who is known for contributions to the sanctuary of the Syrian goddess. The placing of the kai as a divider is clearly not fortuitous: it creates a divine pair as recipient deities. It can thus be established that an analysis of these deities is possible, since they are in fact composites, and not simply the result of the epigraphical editing process.

**Association and assimilation**

Quite a lot of examples where two gods from originally different cultures are combined can be brought forth. Isis Aphrodite and Isis Demeter could be named and perhaps even more famously Zeus Ammon. Two terms that often figure in connection with these
double gods are association and assimilation. The term association is hardly ever defined, but appears to be the more vague concept of the two. In the context of Greek religion it is usually taken to mean the approaching of one deity to another, or, for that matter, of a mortal to a deity. Deities are associated through the iconographic use of the other deity’s attributes, through shared temples or perhaps iconographic physical proximity such as statuary juxtapositions. Association is thus a term that is fairly safe to use, since it does not indicate an interpretative result but rather states the obvious. It can for example be safely said that in this paper’s three case inscriptions, Astarte is associated with Aphrodite, and Isis with both these deities, physically on the stone and somehow in the mind of the dedicators. But this does not take us very far in terms of understanding the composites. Why are these gods associated? Why especially these gods and not others, and fundamentally, what is the result of the association?

Association is usually seen as a precursor of “real” syncretism. Assimilation, on the other hand, is a word that does point to a result, an end product such as a syncretism, since it can amount to full identification. A double divinity such as Isis Aphrodite or a combination mortal-immortal like Arsinoë Aphrodite can no longer be easily separated into "components", be they mortal or immortal, but is treated like a single recipient deity. But what does this mean in practice? The appearance of a wholly new god, celebrated through new rituals, with new priesthoods, with a new iconography? It is important to stress that in the concept of assimilation should be understood that one of the constituent parts is assimilated to, or into, the other, or that they together are assimilated into each other. If we accept this, then at least two basic outcomes are imaginable. The first is that two gods are assimilated into each other and become a distinct divine complex, which then would amount to a new, syncretistic, god: an end product that is something more than its constituent parts, as proposed by Motte and Pirenne-Delforge, or, in Assmann’s words, a "merging which coexists with the original distinct entities".

Isis Aphrodite could be taken as example. Worship of Isis Aphrodite as one distinct deity is attested on several occasions and in a variety of geographical contexts. Besides dedications, a priesthood attached to the cult of Isis Aphrodite is probably attested in Perinthos. In this case, we can furthermore suggest something about the character of the double goddess. The two original goddesses have an obvious meeting point in their respective marine aspects, and it appears that this common denominator became the main characteristic of the combination Isis Aphrodite, whose worship significantly is attested on islands and in cities with important ports. Each goddess here contributes with her maritime competence, and thus, through accumulation, this new deity becomes a more specialized god then the original constituent parts. The consequence of such a “mutual” assimilation, i.e., when two gods are assimilated into each other, would then in fact be a new deity, certainly so when this double god is offered worship repeatedly. It should be stressed that the result of such a syncretism is not that all outlines between the components Isis and Aphrodite are dissolved, although the new god is treated as a single recipient deity. The goddesses’ two separate identities still exist, but made transparent to allow the new syncretistic god to take centre stage.

There is however another possible outcome of assimilation, namely that one of the combined gods becomes the other, who thus retains an original identity, but is enriched by the identity of the first. This could be compared with one kind of what Robert Parker has called internal, that is, intra-Greek syncretism, where a major and a minor deity are
combined. The mightier god enfolds the other, and keeps his or her name as new epithet.  
29 The result of the assimilation is in this instance not a new god, but rather a new version 
of an old one. These terminological questions are of importance in the present context for 
two reasons. Firstly, because assimilation is often used as a synonym to syncretism, which 
is problematic if we keep the definition stating that the result of a syncretistic process is a 
combination of two parts that create a new entity (not necessarily a stable one, but at 
least temporarily something new). And secondly, in the case of the composites discussed 
in this article, because it can be questioned whether we really should call the 
juxtapositions of the three inscriptions assimilations and thereby, possibly syncretisms.

**Translated gods?**

9 With this discussion in mind I return to the three case studies. Above, it was established 
that we are indeed dealing with single integral recipient deities and not several separate 
gods. This makes it possible and indeed interesting to attempt an analysis of their 
characters. Furthermore, with the idea of a third deity being created by two (or more) 
foreign elements, the suggestion of assimilation and new syncretistic gods appears almost 
naturally. However, there is yet another possibility that needs to be considered, namely 
that the respective gods are translations of one another. The custom of translating divine 
names was practiced in the Mediterranean world in various ways and contexts since the 
third millennium B.C.E., as explored by E. Bikerman in the 1930s, and more recently, by 
amongst others, J. Assmann, M. Smith and G. Fowden. 30 Especially Assmann argues that 
the possibility of international or intercultural translation of gods was at the heart of 
ancient polytheistic societies, and places the phenomenon against the background of 
(increased) exchange: cultural, commercial and political. Such exchanges, he argues, were 
eased by the idea that one could translate one’s deities into the languages of other 
peoples, since this made them recognizable, “comparable and contactable”. 31

10 Our examined dedications were presented in the Greek island of Delos, by non-Greeks 
among them Phoenician businessmen who offered worship to a combination of Greek 
and foreign deities. This certainly places them in a context where the possibility of 
religious translations might be helpful. If, however, the dedicators of the three Delian 
inscriptions had wished to make a visible translation between two or more gods, their 
easiest option would of course have been to carve a bilingual inscription. As examples of 
this can be taken another inscription from Delos, where Zeus Ourios is directly translated 
into Latin as Jupiter Secundanus (Idélos 1754), and a fourth-century Koan inscription, 
where Aphrodite is translated in Phoenician as Astarte, SEG 36, 758. 32 The dedicators of 
my case inscriptions Idélos 1719, 2132 and 2305 chose not to do this and presented an all-
Greek text. But perhaps we should see the double gods of our three examined inscriptions 
as translations anyway, translations that simply exclude the foreign language text? I 
certainly argue that the juxtaposed names should be understood as approached by the 
dedicators as single recipient deities, but, again, should we understand these composites 
as divinities in their own right? Perhaps not. I propose the possibility that the examined 
case studies are attempts by three non-Greek dedicators to present their non-Greek 
recipient deities to the mainly Greek audience of the Delian sanctuary: an interpretatio 
Graeca made not by, but for Greeks. 33 This suggestion is surely valid for the dedications 
mentioning Astarte Palaistine Aphrodite Ourania, since these votives without any doubt 
were made by non-Greeks (Phoenicians of Ascalon). The identity of the third dedicator is
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less clear, but it is highly possible that he also was a foreigner. If we accept Mora’s hypothesis, he could have been a Syrian who had taken a Greek name, or, a Greek of the Eastern realm. Alternatively, Stephanie Budin has proposed that this Andromachos came from Ptolemaic-occupied Cyprus, with its Phoenician-influenced religious climate. Marie-Françoise Baslez and Corinne Bonnet both believed that the dedicator came from Sidon.

The first dedicator is a well-known character. Philostratos was an active tradesman and banker in Delos (c. 140–98 B.C.E.), who eventually received the citizenship of Naples. The second worshiper of Astarte Palaistiné Aphrodite Ourania is Damon, son of Demetrios, of whom we know only what he tells us in his dedication: he was once saved from pirates. Philostratos’ dedication is dated c.100 B.C.E., and Damon’s to the late second century B.C.E.

Philostratos’ altar was found in the Sanctuary of the Gods of Ascalon, a sacred area apparently to a large extent funded by Philostratos himself. It was situated on the north-eastern slope of Mount Kynthos, in the vicinity of other sanctuaries of foreign deities, such as the Syrian sanctuary and the various sanctuaries and temples of the Egyptian gods. Damon’s altar was found further away, but the piece is believed originally to have come from the Sanctuary of the Gods of Ascalon. For its original location, it is pertinent that the instructions for sacrifices on Damon’s altar, i.e. that it is unlawful to offer goat, pig and cow, are similar to the ones carved on the altar of Poseidon of Ascalon, also discovered in the Sanctuary of the Gods of Ascalon, and thought to belong “in pair” with the altar to Astarte Palaistiné Aphrodite Ourania erected by Philostratos. This second altar of Philostratos’ retains the exact same wording as IDélos 1719, except for the recipient deity; Philostratos dedicated it for the benefit of the city of Ascalon, himself and his wife and children, but as a dedication to Poseidon Ascalonites.

It appears that Philostratos and Damon alike expected mostly non-Phoenicians to read their inscriptions. They did not place their votives in a sanctuary where only their fellow Ascalonites would have come, as indicated by many features of their inscriptions. Firstly, they present their inscription in Greek only. Secondly, they present themselves with an ethnic, thus defining themselves as foreigners. This was not often the case when Phoenicians established the worship of their own gods abroad. In the most well known instances, they would celebrate their cults on grounds set apart by concession, with their own clergy, and where it would thus be superfluous to present oneself as Phoenician. Thirdly, they use precise epithets, something that was generally avoided by Phoenicians abroad. In fact, Philostratos and Damon interestingly follow the local custom of employing specific bynames, but all the while stressing the foreign character of their gods through these very same epithets: they underline the foreign geographic origin of the god/cult: of Palaistiné for Astarte, and of Ascalon for Poseidon. The foreign origin of their goddess is thus (uniquely) stressed, while simultaneously she is presented in a Greek way, in Greek and thus presumably to a Greek or heavily hellenized audience. At the same time, the dedications were set up in a place with Oriental sacrificial regulations. Why?

Educated and travelling Greeks were familiar with the idea that Aphrodite Ourania was the Greek name of Astarte of Ascalon at least since Herodotos’ writings. If they had wished for a direct translation, Philostratos and Damon could thus have contented themselves simply with the Greek name of Aphrodite Ourania, just as they did with Zeus Ourios or Poseidon of Ascalon; apparently they considered the Greek to suffice for the male gods. Alternatively, they could have contented themselves with only the
transliterated name of Astarte. Phoenician deities who held proper names usually retained these when worshiped abroad, by foreigners and Phoenicians alike, and we know for example of a Koan thiasos combining Zeus and Astarte.\(^{46}\) It thus appears that, for some reason, Philostratos and Damon explicitly wanted a double intercultural denomination for Astarte/Aphrodite. In my opinion, the dedications were made to Astarte, the mistress of Ascalon and protectress of her seafaring worshipers in the diaspora and the combination of the two goddesses expresses exactly this. Of the two juxtaposed deities, Astarte is mentioned first, which in dedicatory language usually means that she is the more important deity.\(^{47}\) Then why add the name of the Greek goddess? As noted above, the primary audience (apart from the gods) were Greeks and the Hellenized community present in Delos. Therefore the dedicators used the usual translation of Astarte: Aphrodite Ourania. But this again begs the question, why was it necessary to inscribe the name of Astarte as well, when only a Greek designation was considered necessary for her partner, Zeus Ourios? \(^{48}\) I believe that the dedicutors felt the need to make an explicit mention of Astarte’s name for the sake of clarity. If only Aphrodite Ourania had been designated as recipient, in this particular dedicatory context, she is likely to have been understood exclusively as the Greek goddess of that name, certainly so when worshiped side by side with a second Greek god. However, the Greek Aphrodite Ourania did not exactly match the deity the Phoenicians wished to honour. It is likely that Philostratos and Damon knew that the Greek cult of Aphrodite Ourania did not (or did no longer) correspond well to the cult of their city protectress. Our examined dedications were erected in a Delos dominated by Athens. Aphrodite Ourania was an important deity in the latter city. Just like Astarte, she had significant political aspects, but, as clearly demonstrated by V. Pirenne-Delforge, from the Classical period onwards, the Athenian Ourania was mainly connected to marriage and fecundity.\(^{49}\) This dominating aspect had furthermore placed Ourania’s marine aspects, the mythological connotations of Aphrodite’s marine birth and subsequent voyage, somewhat in the background. This is seminal, because the cult of Astarte in and outside of Phoenicia had strong marine connotations.\(^{50}\) Thus, the straight-up translation Aphrodite Ourania would not have presented to the designated audience of Greeks and Hellenized Phoenicians what the dedicutors wanted to convey. Ourania on her own would in the Delian-Athenian context have evoked too strongly the important marriage goddess, both if presented in the Greek section of a bilingual text or on her own in an all-Greek dedicatory inscription. But at the same time, Damon and Philostratos did wish to explain the character of their Astarte, who was perhaps not enough well known to stand alone. Thus, only through a combination of the two goddesses could the dedicutors express with exactitude which deity they wanted to honour: Astarte, the Palaistinian one, who is like (but not identical to) the Aphrodite specified as Ourania. I suggest that in these two inscriptions, the double god Astarte Palaistinie Aphrodite Ourania is not a (new) syncretistic god, but an intercultural translation. This translation functions on two levels. On the one hand, the entire denomination is a translation into Greek of the specific goddess honoured. But on the other hand, Aphrodite Ourania also translates Astarte. Because the inscription is not bilingual and thus not separated into a Phoenician text mentioning Astarte and a Greek one mentioning Aphrodite, any beholder is forced to read the names of Astarte and Aphrodite together. This means that while the name of Aphrodite Ourania translates Astarte into a divinity familiar to the Greeks, it simultaneously allows her (Astarte) to retain a clear foreign character, because of the oriental connotations of Ourania. By not mentioning Aphrodite Ourania alone, but in combination with Astarte, attention is led
away from the Athenian nuptial goddess and towards the international understanding of Aphrodite Ourania as Astarte of Ascalon, something which in turn cleverly directs the audience’s attention mainly to the first-mentioned goddess.\textsuperscript{51} Furthermore, through the addition of a second recipient deity with safety at sea as a speciality, Astarte and Aphrodite’s marine aspects are put to the fore; they meet and activate, as it were, this power in each other. Zeus Ourios, Zeus of the Fair Wind, further reinforces the marine qualities of this dedication.\textsuperscript{52} In this way, in a language clear to all Greek-speaking visitors, the double denomination shows the recipient goddess to be firstly the mistress of Ascalon, the ancestral god and protectress of Philostratos and Damon, sheltering her protégés in the land of Ascalon/Palestine, and, through Astarte’s and Aphrodite’s added marine qualities, also on whatever voyage they would tempt. The double denomination is thus a translation, but not a straightforward \textit{interpretatio}. As Bikerman has noted, often what appears to be an identification, is rather an explanation or interpretation of a foreign phenomenon.\textsuperscript{53}

The same Graeco-Phoenician ambiguity is visible in the name of one of the dedicators himself. Philostratos is obviously a Greek, not a Phoenician name. However, it is in this case also a Greek version of a Phoenician theophoric name formed from Astarte: for presentation in a Greek context, Phoenicians carrying the goddess’ name often chose Greek names including STRAT- as equivalents, because of the acoustic resemblance with Astarte.\textsuperscript{54} This is also of relevance for the interpretation of the double recipient god. The idea that there is not a full equivalence between Astarte and Aphrodite, that the devotion is pointed to Astarte in this case, is corroborated by Philostratos’ choice of how to present himself in the Greek world. Should he have wanted to express exclusive devotion to Aphrodite, or wanted a complete translation equating Astarte and Aphrodite, he could have used the name Aphrodisios for himself. This name was in fact popular in Ascalon and Sidon,\textsuperscript{55} but it was rare for Phoenicians abroad, and as Baslez points out, this suggests that Astarte was not systematically identified with Aphrodite.\textsuperscript{56} This background corroborates the suggestion that the recipients of Philostratos’ and Damon’s dedications were deities of a fine-tuned character. A straightforward translation of one goddess into the other seems unlikely. However, neither is the complex Astarte Aphrodite a new syncretistic god with one heightened, intensified, power, as was the case with Isis Aphrodite, nor has one goddess wholly assimilated the other to form a new version of herself. What we encounter on the stones from the Sanctuary of the Gods of Ascalon is a presentation, translated to the Hellenized world, of the Phoenician goddess Astarte of Ascalon and of her relationship with the devotees that left their home city.

\textbf{An intriguing divine couple: Isis Soteira Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos and Eros Apollon Harpokrates, \textit{IDélos} 2132}

The third and most intricate inscription remains to be discussed, the dedication presented to Isis Soteira Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos and Eros Apollon Harpokrates. Rather than a straightforward equivalence Isis=Astarte=Aphrodite, or a triple cross-cultural new deity, I am inclined to understand this votive inscription in the same way as the two previous, i.e., as a translated presentation of a foreign goddess, expressed through goddesses of other cultures, which thus allow certain qualities to become articulated. What is problematic here is of course that the ethnic identity of the
dedicator, crucial to the previous argument, is missing. If one takes the clue from the
inscription itself, a Syrian dedicator is not likely to stand behind the dedication, since
there is in fact no Syrian element present. Aphrodite is not called Hagne or Syrian, nor is
Atargatis herself present. Moreover, there are no known examples of a mix between
Syrian and Egyptian cults in Delos. The Phoenician Astarte, however, is present in the
inscription. Starting with the female composite, it is noteworthy that Astarte is the only
deity who appears to be presented without an epithet. Is this an indication of her
supremacy over the other goddesses, who are presented in more restrained aspects? And
would that suggest a Phoenician origin or at least influence of the dedicator? Perhaps,
but this would then be done in the shadow of the fact that there are Egyptian gods present in
both the male and female composite. As noted above, one god usually seems to be the
main one in a composite, and it is typically the first god mentioned. Astarte is for
example placed before Aphrodite in the Ascalonites’ inscriptions. By analogy, in the third
inscription, where Isis is named before Astarte, she would then be the main deity, with
the other goddesses guiding the beholder of the inscription and perhaps pinpointing the
aspect that the dedicator identifies as uniting the three in the context of his dedication.
The great international popularity of Isis makes it difficult to even speculate on the
ethnical identity of the donor. Some suggestions on the character of his composite deity
might however be made, since on a general level, the three goddesses have many things
in common. The epithets then indicate more clearly what is at stake. Isis Soteira is the
starting point, and this leads me to suggest that the entire complex of goddesses shows
the recipient deity as a marine protectress. Isis with the admittedly broad epithet Soteira
is often thus understood and Astarte and Aphrodite Euploia both translate and reinforce
this quality, as it is expressed in the context of Phoenician and Greek culture respectively.
The remaining epithet Epekoos is difficult to place. Does it belong to the combination of
goddesses or only to Aphrodite? We cannot know, but either way, it underlines the
performative behaviour of a goddess who listens and actively intervenes in the life of her
worshipers.

16 Above I did not much comment on the partner of Damon’s Astarte Aphrodite, Zeus
Ourios, since this god is not a composite figure, but the well-known Greek deity Zeus of
the Fair Wind. But in IDélos 2132, we meet Isis Astarte Aphrodite in the company of a male
composite: Eros Harpokrates Apollon. This is, if possible, an even more complicated
symbiosis than the examined goddesses, since the characters do not have apparent
functional affinities, nor do they correspond in any obvious way to the tripartite partner
goddess. The Phoenician element is missing and the Greek component doubled. It has
been suggested that the youthful gods Eros and Harpokrates are identified with each
other, and that Apollon is present as a tribute to the Delian context. This is not
necessarily the case. Harpokrates and Apollon were associated outside of Delos; in
epigraphic sources the combination has been identified in Philippi, Thessaloniki and
Naples. In the light of these inscriptions, a radical solution to the strange presence of
Eros in IDélos 2132 would be that it is in fact a mistake for Horus, who is actually present
in the mentioned non-Delian Harpokrates-Apollon inscriptions. However, it seems
somewhat strange that what is most likely a one-time combination, such as Isis Soteira
Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos, would be matched by what appears to have become
an established combination. Moreover, this solution does not provide us with a
Phoenician god, in parallel with the Egypto-Phoenician-Greek female composite. Since
the reading is quite clear, we probably do better in leaving Horus behind and trying to
understand what is actually to be seen on the stone. A possible interpretation of the combination Eros-Harpokrates-Apollon would be a functional complex, like the accompanying female one. This complex does not seem to underline a matching marine concern. Instead, I suggest that filial or mother-child relations could be the joining factor.

Looking at the divine couples of *Idélos* 2132, we find two mother-son couples; Harpokrates is the son of Isis, Eros the son of Aphrodite. Leto is not present in the female triple god, but we must not forget the Delian context, where Apollon was often articulated as a son and a brother, within the Leto-Artemis-Apollon triad or together with his sister. *Idélos* 2132 was a thank-offering made for the benefit of the dedicator’s wife and children and thus the family context could be of relevance for the understanding of the divine complexes. Certainly, this suggestion does not present complete coherence among the combined deities. Besides Leto, a son of Astarte is missing, and perhaps one would have expected Harpokrates to be the divine name first mentioned, in accordance with the placing of Isis. Obviously, this interpretation remains a tentative suggestion, since the male trio of gods does not include epithets to indicate a specific character and the dedicator choose not to state a specific reason for his thank-offering.

**Conclusion**

The focus of the present article has been to investigate whether the three examined divine juxtapositions do create syncretistic gods, i.e., new entities born through the act and will, through the agency of a worshiper. Certainly, an ambiguity will always remain, in that the recipient deities are one and many, new and old. However, in conclusion I would like to argue that no, they are not new syncretism deities, because the gods are used to explain one another. I believe that what is at stake, rather than syncretistic gods, are dedicators behaving in a syncretistic manner, in the syncretistic milieu of Hellenistic Delos. The dedicators are consciously using their knowledge of various cultures in interaction, and they are communicating in terms to be intelligible to as many as possible, gods and humans alike. In this they are acting in a way that fits well with the functioning of a syncretistic system as identified by Martin, who sees Hellenistic syncretisms as “systemic relationships of resemblance construed in terms of sympathy and antipathy”. Our three Delian dedicators have surely found a good way of creating divine alliances, lining up resembling gods from different cultures to care for their specific situations.
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ABSTRACTS

In the Greek epigraphical corpus can be identified a number of dedications to what we might call composite, or double, deities, e.g., Isis Aphrodite. Related non-cross-cultural composites gods can also be found, such as Hera Aphrodite of Sparta, or Zeus Ares of Arcadia. The focus of this paper is however three cases where gods of different cultures are combined. I will primarily examine three elaborate examples, which include cult epithets. These case studies come from Hellenistic Delos: the paper discusses the twice attested goddess Astarte Palaistine Aphrodite Ourania (in one case further specified as Epekoos) and the once attested Isis Soteira Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos, a goddess joined in worship to the male mixture Eros Harpokrates Apollon. As might be expected, these deities have often been termed syncretistic gods and they have been discussed as the results of processes of parallelization, assimilation, identification, or even simply of translations of gods of one culture to those of another. The present paper examines this terminology and tries to characterize the divinities in question in a more specific way. I argue that perhaps rather than syncretistic gods, in these circumstances we should discuss the syncretistic behaviour of the dedicators and the syncretistic milieu in which they lived.

Dans les corpus épigraphiques grecs apparaissent des dédicaces à des divinités que l’on pourrait appeler « composites » ou « doubles », e.g. Isis Aphrodite. Des dieux « composites » internes à la culture grecque sont également attestés, comme Héra Aphrodite à Sparte ou Zeus Arès en Arcadie. L’objectif de cette étude est d’analyser trois cas où des dieux de cultures différentes sont combinés, en des exemples complexes qui incluent des épimélès. Ces cas proviennent de la Délos hellénistique : Astarté Palaistine Aphrodite Ourania attestée deux fois (dans un des deux cas, elle est aussi Epekoos) et Isis Soteira Astarte Aphrodite Euploia Epekoos, une déesse cultuellement associée au regroupement masculin Éros Harpocrate Apollon. Comme on peut s’y attendre, ces divinités ont souvent été qualifiées de « syncrétiques » et conçues comme le produit de processus de mise en parallèle, d’assimilation, d’identification, ou même simplement de traduction de divinités d’une culture à l’autre. L’article examine cette terminologie et tente de caractériser ces divinités d’une manière plus spécifique. Il s’avère que, davantage que des « dieux syncrétiques », nous devons plutôt aborder l’attitude « syncrétique » des dédicants et le milieu « syncrétique » dans lequel ils vivent.